CASE STUDY HIGH HILL MANOR

LUXURIOUS OUTDOOR ENTERTAINMENT SPACE
The Background: Clarke Infinity were called in to create
a luxurious outside space for relaxed family moments and
evenings of entertaining guests. The plan was to create
a stunning new garden pod which was to complement
the open-air swimming pool and sun terrace in the
landscaped garden space at High Hill Manor.
With the clients’ children now older and no longer living
at home, this was a project to redefine this outside
space and create a place to relax and enjoy the garden
which also provided shelter and sunshade. The garden
pod would also be an area to enjoy with friends and to
watch sporting events and movies in the open air.

The Challenge: High Hill Manor already featured a
beautiful garden space, so one of the key objectives
of the garden pod was to blend in with the existing
aesthetic. The area needed to meet a number of
different requirements, being both a relaxing zone
for a lazy evening drink, through to the perfect area
to celebrate the best sporting action with a group of
friends and family. Come light rain or the brightest
sunshine of the day, the space would need to remain
practical and comfortable for entertaining to keep
the party going.

“It was great to have Clarke
Infinity to project manage the
installation of the new garden
area. Their knowledgeable team
knew exactly what we were
looking to achieve and were
one step ahead in understanding
exactly how best to deliver that. ”
Kurt Mayer, Owner
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CASE STUDY HIGH HILL MANOR
Our Services
• Site visit and survey
• Liaison with clients, interior designers,
architects and contractors
• Bespoke design, quotations and
installation by expert team
• Audio/Visual systems
• Lighting
• Automation and control
• Home Cinema
• Security installations
• Telecommunication
• Full system support
• User training
• Turn-key solutions
Clarke Infinity Ltd
Unit 2 Radford Business Centre
Radford Crescent
Billericay CM12 0BZ
T: 01277 624444
E: info@clarkeinfinity.com
www.clarkeinfinity.com

The Solution: The stylish garden pod recommended by the Clarke
Infinity team provides a superbly flexible entertaining space. The
Caribbean Blinds pod includes a retractable roof and side panels
to effectively screen the seating area from both a splash of rain or
sunshine glare. Whether enjoying a quiet night or with a houseful
heading over for the match, everyone can settle down in front of
the Terrace QLED TV from Samsung, for the perfect outdoor
viewing experience.
Sonance speakers with hidden sub-woofer offer amazing sound
and best value for the space, discreetly positioned in the garden to
provide the ideal balance of sound for a garden party or the latest
blockbuster movie. Strategically placed Bover Lights are wonderful
features and offer subtle lighting to deliver the perfect ambiance
for any evening garden party and make gentle suggestions of
Mediterranean living.

Each aspect of the design can be intuitively controlled at the touch
of the button courtesy of the Control4 Home Automation and Smart
Home Control system. Programmed by the Clarke team to allow the
couple to generate the optimum audio-visual experience or shield
themselves if the sun gets too much.

Some of the equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

Bover lighting
Control4 Home Automation system
Caribbean Blinds garden pod
Sonance outdoor speakers
Terrace QLED TV by Samsung

From the start to finish of the whole project, everyone at Clarke Infinity
was ready to help and was determined to deliver the best results. The
luxurious space they have created will mean we can enjoy many special
evenings with family and friends in the garden and make many, many
happy memories.” Kurt Mayer, Owner

